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Cookie Rifkin escaped New Stepford...
…Now, in the sequel to Alpha Bots,

She becomes an AI superhero!
When Cookie Rifkin robs a Russian bank with Wayne Dixon and their non-binary 
friend ANA, Stepford Corp sends a faceless bounty hunter to reclaim the rogue 
artificial intelligence. Moscow police trap them in the vault, but the 
superintelligent machines break out, then get separated. Cookie escapes with tons 
of gold and platinum, but Wayne gets arrested and flown back to corporate 
headquarters for radical refurbishing. 
With the cops hot on her trail, Cookie hides on a luxury yacht where she meets a 
new temptress, polyamorous pansexual Tabitha Kirsh. When Russian special 
forces catch up with Cookie, she’s forced to defend herself, but inevitably gets 
shot. The two womanoids escape together, but Cookie discovers Tabitha has a 
secret. 
Shapeshifter ANA tries to intercept Wayne’s flight out of Moscow—but fails. 
Then, after the enby robot reunites with Cookie, Tabitha teleports them all to 
London, where they plan to extract Wayne at Heathrow airport. 
Tabitha recruits her ex, Richie Johnson, an AI trans man who runs an 
underground railroad for escaped womanoids. At his gay bar, Dorothy’s, Cookie 
learns what it means to be queer, performs on stage with a drag queen, discovers 
she’s truly a bisexual woman, then has to fight a horde of attack lesbians to get to 
the airport on time. 

But will Cookie and her new LGBT friends be able to rescue Wayne? 

Ava Lock writes feminist science fiction that features badass 
women and wild technology. She lives in Reno, Nevada with 
her human husband and a feline named Bender, neither of 
whom have a mean bone in their bodies. But her villains are 
the stuff of nightmares.
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Marketing Plan 

AMS digital ad campaigns. 

Wide distribution on over two 
dozen international platforms. 

Featured on Reedsy Discovery. 

Ongoing Twitter promotions. 

Aggressive review campaign. 

Giveaway campaigns: Book 
Funnel, Amazon, Goodreads, 
NetGalley, & Twitter. 

Public library outreach. 

Book club outreach. 

Regional B&N book signings. 

Discount promos: BookBub. 

Audiobook in production. 

Ongoing blog tour. 

Media Contact 

(775) 600-8129 
mediacontact@avalock.com 
https://avalock.com 
Twitter: @avaunlocked
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